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Abstract—We present a balanced and unbalanced binary-tree model to ex-
plore the delay performance of feedback synchronization algorithms for mul-
ticast ABR flow control. Using this model, we analyze the feedback-delay per-
formance scalability of theSoft-Synchronization Protocol(SSP) [1], which de-
rives a single “consolidated” RM (Resource Management) cell at each multi-
cast branch-point from feedback RM-cells of different downstream branches
that are not necessarily responses to the same forward RM-cell. In contrast
with the other existing schemes, SSP is shown to be able to effectively sup-
port synchronization of feedback RM-cells and make the effective RM-cell
roundtrip time (RTT) virtually independent of the multicas t-tree’s topology.
Also derived is the optimal RM-cell update interval for SSP to minimize RM-
cell RTTs for a given multicast tree.

Index Terms—ATM, ABR, flow control, multicast, scalability, feedback con-
solidation, feedback soft-synchronization, feedback delay.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In multicast ABR, simultaneous congestion feedback from all
branches can cause afeedback implosion[2] at the source, es-
pecially when the multicast tree is large. Hence, it is important
to consolidate the congestion feedback ateach branch-point and
only the consolidated feedback is sent upstream. Since differ-
ent downstream-branches’ feedback RM-cells may arrive at the
branch point at significantly different times, the consolidation of
feedback RM-cells must besynchronizedat the branch-point be-
fore the consolidated RM-cell can be forwarded upstream.

The first-generation feedback consolidation algorithms [3], [4],
[5] employ a simple hop-by-hop feedback mechanism to deal with
the feedback implosion problem. On receipt of a forward RM-cell,
the consolidated feedback is propagated upwards by asinglehop.
While hop-by-hop feedback is very simple, it does not scale well
because the RM-cell round-trip time (RTT) is proportional to the
height of the multicast tree. Additionally, since feedback RM-cells
from downstream nodes arefreelysynchronized at branch nodes,
the source may be misled by the incomplete feedback information,
which can cause theconsolidation noiseproblem [6].

To reduce the RM-cell RTT and eliminate the consolidation
noise, the authors of [7], [6] proposed feedback synchronization at
branch-points by accumulating feedback fromall branches. The
main problem with this scheme is its slow transient response since
the feedback from the congested branch may have to needlessly
wait for the feedback from the longer paths, which may not be
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congested at all. The authors of [8] proposed an improved con-
solidation algorithm to speed up the transient response by send-
ing the fast congestion feedback without waiting for all branches’
feedback during the transient phase.

One of the critical deficiencies of the schemes described above
is that they do not detect and remove non-responsive branches
from the feedback synchronization process. One or more non-
responsive branches may detrimentally impact end-to-end per-
formance by providing either stale congestion information or by
stalling the entire multicast connection. In [1], we proposed a
Soft-Synchronization Protocol(SSP) which derives a single con-
solidated RM-cell at each branch-point from feedback RM-cells of
different downstream branches that are not necessarily responses
to the same forward RM-cell in each synchronization cycle. The
SSP not only scales well with the multicast-tree topology, but also
can readily detect and remove non-responsive branches.

All of the above-referenced work only focused on the vari-
ous protocols’ design and implementation issues. However, the
feedback-delay properties of various feedback synchronization al-
gorithms are neither well understood nor thoroughly studied. In
this paper, we develop a balanced and unbalanced binary-tree
model to characterize the feedback-delay properties of a class of
feedback synchronization algorithms in terms of RM-cell RTTs.
In Section II, we overview the proposed SSP. In Section III, us-
ing the binary-tree model we derive the analytical properties of
SSP and hop-by-hop feedback synchronization algorithms. Our
analytical results show SSP to not only be able to support effi-
cient feedback synchronization, but also make the effective RM-
cell RTT virtually independent of the multicast-tree’s height and
path-length variations. In Section IV, we derive the optimal RM-
cell interval for SSP to minimize RM-cell RTTs for a given multi-
cast tree. The paper concludes with Section V.

II. D ESCRIPTION OFSSP

We first present an overview of SSP, the switch feedback syn-
chronization algorithm [1]. At the center of SSP is a pair of
connection-update vectors: (i)conn patt vec, the connection pat-
tern vector whereconn patt vec(i) = 0 (1) indicates thei-th out-
put port of the switch is (not) a downstream branch of the mul-
ticast connection. Thus,conn patt vec(i) = 0 (1) implies that a
data copy should (not) be sent to thei-th downstream branch and
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00.On receipt of a feedback RM cell fromi-th branch:
01. if (conn patt vec(i) 6= 1) f ! Only process connected branches
02. resp branch vec(i) := 1; ! Mark connected and responsive branch
03. MCI := MCI _CI ; ! Bandwidth-congestion indicator processing
04. MER := minfMER;ERg; ! ER information processing
05. if (conn patt vec � resp branch vec = 1) f ! soft synchronization
06. send RM cell (dir := back, ER := MER,
07. CI := MCI); ! Send fully-consolidated RM-cell upstream
08. no resp timer := Nnrt; ! Reset non-responsive timer
09. resp branch vec := 0); ! Reset responsive branch vector
10. MCI := 0; MER := ER;gg; ! Reset RM-cell control variable
11.On receipt of a forward RM cell:
12. multicast RM cell based onconn patt vec; ! Multicast RM cell
13. no resp timer := no resp timer � 1; ! No-responsive branch checking
14. if (no resp timer = 0) f ! There is a non-responsive branch
15. conn patt vec := resp branch vec � 1; ! update connect. pattern vec.
16. if (resp branch vec 6= 0) f ! There is at least one responsive branch
17. send RM cell (dir := back, ER := MER,
18. CI := MCI); ! Send partially-consolidated RM-cell up-stream
19. no resp timer := Nnrt; ! Reset non-responsive timer
20. resp branch vec := 0; ! Reset responsive branch vector
21. MCI := 0; MER := ER; gg; ! Reset RM-cell control variables

Fig. 1. Pseudocode for Switch Feedback Synchronization Algorithm.

a feedback RM-cell is (not) expected from thei-th downstream
branch;1 (ii) resp branch vec, the responsive branch vector is
initialized to 0 and reset to0 whenever a consolidated RM-cell
is sent upward from the switch.resp branch vec(i) is set to 1 if
a feedback RM-cell is received from thei-th downstream branch.
The connection pattern specified inconn patt vec is updated by
resp branch vec each time when thenon-responsive branch is
detected or a new connection request is received from a down-
stream branch.

A simplified pseudocode of the switch RM-cell processing algo-
rithm is given in Fig. 2. On receipt of a feedback RM-cell returned
from a receiver or a connected downstream branch, the switch
first marks its corresponding bit in theresp branch vec and
then conducts RM-cell consolidation operations. If the modulo-
2 addition (the soft-sychcronization operation),conn patt vec �
resp branch vec equals1, an all 1’s vector, indicating all feed-
back RM-cells synchronized, then a fully-consolidated feedback
RM-cell is generated and sent upward. But, if the modulo-2 ad-
dition is not equal to1, the switch needs to await other feedback
RM-cells for synchronization. Notice that since the synchroniza-
tion algorithm allows feedback RM-cells corresponding to differ-
ent forward RM-cells to be consolidated, the feedback RM-cells
are “softly-synchronized” at branch nodes.

Upon receiving a forward RM-cell, the switch first multicasts it
to all the connected branches specified byconn patt vec. Then,
decrease the non-responsive timer for this connection by one.
The no resp timer is initialized to a thresholdNnrt and reset
to Nnrt whenever a consolidated RM-cell is sent upward. The
predetermined time out valueNnrt for non-responsiveness is de-
termined by such factors as the difference between the maxi-
mum and minimum RM-cell RTTs in a multicast tree. We use
the forward RM-cell arrival time as a natural clock for detect-
ing/removing non-responsive branches (such that it will still work
even in the presence of faults in the downstream branches). Each
time a switch receives a forward RM-cell, the multicast connec-
tion’sno resp timer is decreased by one. Ifno resp timer = 0

1Note that the negative logic is used for convenience of implementation.
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Fig. 2. Balanced and unbalanced binary multicast trees.

(time out) andresp branch vec 6= 0 (i.e., there is at least one
downstream branch responsive), then the switch will stop await-
ing arrival of feedback RM-cells and immediately generate a
partially-consolidated RM-cell, and send it upward. Whenever
no resp timer = 0, at least one non-responsive downstream
branch is detected and will be removed by the simple complemen-
tary operation:conn patt vec := resp branch vec � 1, which
updatesconn patt vec. Therefore, a downstream branch which
has not sent any feedback RM-cell forNnrt forward RM-cell time
units will be removed from the multicast tree.

III. RM- CELL RTT ANALYSIS

It is well-known that feedback delay plays a crucial role in
determining the effectiveness of any feedback-based flow-control
scheme [1]. In this section, we analyze the properties of RM-cell
RTT for different feeback synchronization algorithms.

A. The Binary-Tree Model

To simplify the analysis of RM-cell RTT, wequantizethe net-
work feedback-delay by assuming each switch-hop to have a uni-
form delay (including processing and propagation delays). This
assumption can be readily relaxed because the difference in switch
processing delay and link-propagation delay of different switch-
hops can be translated into different numbers of switch-hops with
the same delay. We use thehop-delay, �h, which is the sum of the
switch-processing delay and link-propagation delay taken in each
hop, as thetime unitin our delay analysis. To study the worst case
and enable performance comparison, we only consider two types
of multicast trees:balancedandunbalanced binary trees. Since
we are only concerned with a path’s RM-cell RTT which is deter-
mined by its length, it suffices to consider binary trees. Notice that
in an unbalanced binary tree, the number of paths, denoted byn,
from the root to all leaves is equal to the height of the tree, denoted
bym, while in a balanced binary treen = 2m�1. Fig. 2 illustrates
these two types of trees with heightm = 4.

As discussed in [1], [8], for ABR services only the feedback
from themost-congestedpath in a multicast connection governs
the flow-control operations at the source. However, the RM-cell
RTT of different paths in a multicast tree may vary significantly
since the path lengths differ from each other. Thus, we need to an-
alyze each individual path’s RM-cell RTT in a multicst tree. The
individual path’s RM-cell RTT is also affected by the feedback
synchronization algorithms used. In addition, the RM-cell RTT
for a given path may vary at the beginning of the flow-control op-
eration in an initial state, during which feedback RM-cells are not
yet “regularly” synchronized. The RM-cell RTT becomes stable
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after feedback RM-cells are regularly synchronized and enters a
steady state. In the following, we analyze the RM-cell feedback-
delay properties, in both initial and steady states, ofeach path in
a multicast tree, which is flow-controlled by hop-by-hop and SSP
schemes, respectively. We omit all the proofs in the following lem-
mas, theorems, and corollaries for lack of space, but refer the in-
terested readers to [9] (available on-line) for their detailed proofs.

B. Feedback-Delay Properties for Hop-by-Hop Scheme

The following theorem gives a set of formulas for calculating
all paths’ RM-cell RTTs in an unbalanced-tree for the hop-by-hop
scheme.

Theorem 1:If an unbalanced multicast-tree of heightm � 2
is flow-controlled by the hop-by-hop scheme with an RM-cell in-
terval� � 1 (�h), then the RM-cell RTT,�u(j;�), of the j-th
(counting from left to right) path,Pj, remains the same in both
steady and initial states, and is given by:

�u(j;�) =

�
2 + j �; if 2 � � � �max

2(j + 1); if � = 1
(1)

where1 � � � �max,2 �max = 2m, and1 � j � m � 1. 2

The following corollary, providing the equations to compute the
all paths’ RM-cell RTTs in a balanced-tree for the hop-by-hop
scheme, is the direct result fromTheorem 1by lettingj = m � 1
in Eq. (1).

Corollary 1: If a balanced multicast-tree connection of height
m � 2 is flow-controlled by the hop-by-hop feedback scheme
with the RM-cell interval� � 1, then RM-cell RTTs of all paths,
�b(j;�), are the same in both steady and initial states, and are
determined by:

�b(j;�) = max
j2f1;2;���;m�1g

f�u(j;�)g

=

�
�max + (m � 1)(�� 2); if 2 � � � �max

�max; if � = 1
(2)

where�max = 2m, 1 � j � 2m�1, and�u(j;�) is defined by
Eq. (1) for an unbalanced multicast tree of the same height.2

C. Feedback-Delay Properties for SSP Scheme

The following lemma characterizes the fundamental synchro-
nization relationships between paths under SSP, which lays the
foundation forLemma 2.

Lemma 1:Consider an unbalanced multicast-tree of height
m > 2. Let Pi be a relatively shorter path than another path
P~i such that1 � i < ~i � m � 1. If the multicast-tree is flow-
controlled by SSP with the RM-cell interval� � 1, thenP~i’s
feedback RM-cell does not have to wait forPi’s feedback RM-
cell to synchronize feedback RM-cells at any branch-node.2

The lemma given below reveals fouriff conditions for a path’s
RM-cell RTT to attain its limiting minimum, which consists of

2Theorem 1still holds even when� � �max = 2m. But the RM-cell up-
date interval� is usually a fraction of the maximum RM-cell RTT. So, we do not
consider the case of� � �max = 2m even if it is analytically correct.

prepagation and processing delays only (i.e., no synchronization
waiting-time delay).

Lemma 2:Let Pj be thej-th path in an unbalanced-tree as de-
fined inLemma 1with 1 � j � m � 1. Then, the following four
claims are equivalent for the steady-state RM-cell RTT:

Claim 1. Pj ’s feedback RM-cell doesn’t wait for a longer path

P~j ’s (~j > j) feedback RM-cell to achieve feedback synchro-
nization at the first branch-node fromPj ’s leaf;

Claim 2. Pj ’s feedback RM-cell doesn’t wait for feedback RM-
cells for synchronization atanybranch-node onPj;

Claim 3. 9 k 2 f0; 1; 2; � � �g such that2(m � j � 1) � k� =
0; where1 � j � m � 1 and1 � � � �max = 2m;

Claim 4. Pj ’s steady-state RM-cell RTT�u(j;�) attains its
minimum and is given by:

�u(j;�) = min
�

f�u(j;�)g = 2(j + 1) (3)

where1 � j � m � 1 and1 � � � �max = 2m. 2

Based onLemma 1andLemma 2, we obtain the following theo-
rem, which gives a set of formulas to calculate all paths’ RM-cell
RTTs during both initial and steady states in an unbalanced-tree
under SSP.

Theorem 2:Let Pj be thej-th path of an unbalanced-tree as
defined inLemma 1(1 � j � m � 1). If the multicast tree
is flow-controlled by SSP with the RM-cell update interval�

(1 � � � �max = 2m),3 then the following claims hold for
j = 1; 2; � � � ;m� 1; �max = 2m; 1 � � � �max:

Claim 1. The number ofPj ’s feedback RM-cells going through
initial state is determined by:

k�j
4
= max

k2f0;1;2;���g
fk j 2(m � j � 1)� k� � 0g; (4)

Claim 2. Pj ’s RM-cell RTT in steady state is determined by:

�u(j;�) = �max � k�j�; (5)

Claim 3. The i-th RM-cell RTT duringPj ’s initial state is de-
termined by:

�u(j;�; i) =

8<
:
�max � (i � 1)�; if k�j � 1 ^ 1 � i � k�j
�u(j;�); if k�j � 1 ^ i > k�j
�max; if k�j = 0:

2

The corollary described below, giving the equations for calcu-
lating all paths’ RM-cell RTTs in a balanced tree under SSP, fol-
lows directly fromTheorem 2by lettingj = m�1 in Eq. (4) which
leads tok�m�1 = 0 and thus�b(j;�) = �u(m � 1;�) = �max by
Eq. (5).

Corollary 2: If a balanced-tree multicast connection of height
m � 2 is flow-controlled by SSP with the RM-cell interval� � 1,

3Theorem 2still holds for� > �max = 2m, but� is typically a fraction of the
maximum RM-cell RTT�max = 2m.
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Fig. 3. Impact of Pj ’s path length j + 1, tree height m, RM-cell interval � on Pj ’s RM-cell RTT �u(j;�), max. queue length Qmax, avg. throughput R.

then all paths’ RM-cell RTTs,�b(j;�), are the same in both steady
and initial states and are determined by:

�b(j;�) = max
j2f1;2;���;m�1g

f�u(j;�)g = �max (6)

where�max = 2m, 1 � j � 2m�1, and�u(j;�) given by Eq. (5)
isPj ’s RM-cell RTT for an unbalanced multicast tree of the same
height. 2

Remark 1:ComparingTheorem 2andTheorem 1, we observe
the following: (1) for the hop-by-hop scheme, RM-cell RTT in
initial-state is the same as that in steady-state. In contrast, for the
SSP scheme, RM-cell RTT in initial-state, if any, is larger than,
and lower bounded by, RM-cell RTT in steady-state. For SSP, the
initial-state acts like a “warm-up” period for feedback RM-cells
to be synchronized at each branch-node, during which the initial-
state RM-cell RTTs converge to their corresponding steady-state
values. The “warm-up” periods forPj (1 � j � m � 1) are
determined byk�j values given in Eq. (4). (2) for SSP in both initial
and steady states, the RM-cell RTT�u(j;�) is upper-bounded by
�max = 2m (see Claim 2and Claim 3of Theorem 2and Eq. (6)).
The increase rate of�u(j;�), as a function ofm, is O (m) in the
worst case. In contrast, for the hop-by-hop scheme, the RM-cell
RTT �u(j;�) is not upper-bounded by�max = 2m (see Eqs. (1)
and (2)). Also,�u(j;�) is very sensitive to path lengthj and RM-
cell update interval�, and increases at a rate up toO (m2) in the
worst case.

D. Numerical Comparison between SSP and Hop-by-Hop

We present the numerical results derived fromTheorem 1and
Theorem 2. We only focus on the unbalanced multicast tree to
study the worst case of RM-cell RTT variations. SincePj ’s length
equalsj + 1 for j = 1; 2; � � � ;m � 1 (see the unbalanced tree
shown in Fig. 2),�u(j;�) is the RM-cell RTT forPj with a
length ofj + 1 in an unbalanced tree. Fig. 3(a) plotsPj ’s RM-
cell RTT �u(j;�) vs. Pj ’s lengthj + 1 and RM-cell interval�
with tree heightm = 50 for the two different schemes. We ob-
serve that for both hop-by-hop and SSP schemes RM-cell RTTs
�u(j;�)’s increase monotonically with path lengthj + 1, RM-
cell interval�, and tree-heightm. However, �u(j;�) for the
hop-by-hop scheme increases much faster, and is always larger,
than that for the SSP scheme, and tends to blow up (as high as

1200 �h) as j + 1, �, andm increase. In contrast to the hop-
by-hop scheme, the increase of�u(j;�) for SSP is very limited
as j + 1, �, andm get larger. In addition,�u(j;�) for SSP
is upper-bounded by2m = 100 = �max as shown in Fig. 3(a),
which verifiesTheorem 2. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the RM-
cell RTT for SSP is virtually independent of path length, RM-cell
interval, and multicast-tree height, as compared to the hop-by-hop
scheme. This is because (1) the synchronization waiting-time is
much longer for hop-by-hop than SSP; (2) the number of forward
RM-cells required for a feedback RM-cell to return from the leaf
node to the root in the hop-by-hop scheme is proportional tom,
while in SSP, any single RM-cell can return from the leaf node
back to the root by itself.

As analyzed in [1], RM-cell RTTs, or the path lengths, have a
significant impact on both the bottleneck maximum queue length
Qmax and the average throughputR. Due to space limitation, we
omit the derivations (based on the fluid modeling) of closed-form
expressions forQmax andR as functions of RM-cell RTT (which
are available on-line in [1]). Instead, we present the numerical so-
lutions ofQmax andR as the functions ofPj ’s path lengthj+1 in
an unbalanced multicast tree to compare the performance between
the hop-by-hop and SSP schemes. Assume the multicast-tree bot-
tleneck bandwidth� = 155 Mbps� 367 cells/ms,�h = 0.1 ms,
� = 4�h = 0:4 ms, andm = 50. Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) plot
Qmax andR vs. path lengthj + 1 with different rate-gain param-
eter� values [1] for the two different schemes. For the hop-by-
hop scheme, maximum queue lengthQmax is observed to increase
dramatically (see Fig. 3(b)) while the average throughputR drops
significantly (see Fig. 3(c)) asPj ’s path lengthj+1 and tree height
m (the maximum forj+1) increase. This undesirable trend wors-
ens as� gets larger. In contrast, for SSP with the same parameter
settings, bothQmax’s increase andR’s drop are very small when
j + 1 andm (even as� varies) increase. Again,Qmax andR
for SSP are found to be virtually independent of the path-length
and tree-height variations. Hence, SSP is more scalable than the
hop-by-hop scheme in terms of maximum buffer requirement and
average throughput when the multicast-tree topology changes.

IV. ON SELECTION OFRM-CELL UPDATE INTERVAL �

Even though the RM-cell RTT for SSP is much smaller than
the hop-by-hop scheme, its� (j;�) value can be reduced further
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by properly selecting RM-cell interval�. We now focus on how
� affects� (j;�) and discuss how to select� to reduce SSP’s
RM-cell RTT.

A. Analytical Relationships between RM-cell RTTs and�

Unlike unicast, the selection of value for RM-cell interval�
makes a significant impact on all paths’ RM-cell RTTs in a
multicast-tree. To analytically quantify this impact, we introduce
the following definitions.

Definition 1: If Pj ’s feedback RM-cell is only synchronized
with the feedback RM-cells which correspond to the same forward
RM-cell, thenPj is said to bestrictly-synchronized. 2

Obviously,Pm�1 is always strictly-synchronized since it is syn-
chronized only withPm. The following theorem describes theiff
condition, as a function of�, for identifying strictly-synchronized
paths.

Theorem 3:Let Pj be thej-th path of an unbalanced multicast-
tree as defined inLemma 1(1 � j � m � 1). If this multicast
tree is flow-controlled by SSP, then the following three claims are
equivalent.

Claim 1. The number ofPj ’s RM-cells going through the
initial-state,k�j = 0, wherek�j is defined inTheorem 2;

Claim 2. Pj is strictly-synchronized;

Claim 3. Pj ’s RM-cell RTT attains the maximum:�u(j;�) =
�max = 2m. 2

Remark 2:(1) The strictly-synchronized path has the largest
RM-cell RTT, and hence, the number of strictly-synchronized
paths should be minimized. (2) A larger� results in a larger num-
ber of strictly-synchronized paths, so a smaller� is desired.

Definition 2: Let Wj be the net waiting time forPj ’s feed-
back RM-cell to synchronize with feedback RM-cells via the other
paths at all consolidating branch-nodes alongPj. If Wj = 0, then
Pj is said to be await-free-synchronizedpath. 2

Clearly, Pm�1 is always a wait-free-synchronized path since
according toLemma 1, a longer path never waits for feedback
RM-cells via shorter paths for synchronization. SincePm�1
is both strictly-synchronized and wait-free-synchronized, we ex-
cludePm�1 from all the following theorems and treatPm�1 sep-
arately. The theorem given below provides formulas to deter-
mine Wj and establishes aniff condition to identify wait-free-
synchronized paths, all of which are affected by the value of�.

Theorem 4:Let Pj be thej-th path of an unbalanced multicast-
tree as defined inLemma 1(1 � j � m � 2) andWj be the
net waiting time forPj ’s feedback RM-cell to synchronize with
feedback RM-cells at all consolidating branch-nodes alongPj. If
this multicast tree is flow-controlled by SSP, then for1 � j �
m � 2 the following claims hold:

Claim 1. Pj ’s net waiting timeWj for synchronization is upper
bounded by�, andWj is determined by:

Wj = 2(m � j � 1)� k�j� < �; (7)

wherek�j is defined by Eq. (4) inTheorem 2;

Claim 2. If Pj is strictly-synchronized, thenWj = 2(m � j �
1) > 0;

Claim 3. Pj is a wait-free-synchronized path, i.e.,Wj = 0 iff
2 (m� j � 1)mod � = 0. 2

Remark 3: (1) According toLemma 2, the wait-free-synchro-
nized path has the minimum RM-cell RTT. Thus, the number of
wait-free-synchronized paths should be maximized. (2) A smaller
� will lead to a larger number of wait-free-synchronized paths.
So, a small� is desirable.

The theorem below classifies the entire multicast-tree path set
into three exclusive categories, and provides the explicit expres-
sions (as functions of�) for calculating the number of paths for
each path-category.

Theorem 5:LetPj be thej-th path of an unbalanced multicast-
tree as defined inLemma 1(1 � j � m � 2). If this
multicast tree is flow-controlled by SSP, then the entire path

set P
4
= fP1; P2; P3; � � � ; Pm�3; Pm�2g is partitioned into a

strictly-synchronized path subsetPS , a wait-free-synchronized
path subsetPN , and a non-strictly-synchronized and non-wait-
free-synchronized path subsetPW , i.e.,P = PS � PN � PW ,
and furthermore, for1 � � � �max = 2m the following claims
hold:

Claim 1. The number of strictly-synchronized paths, denoted

by S�, is determined by:S�
4
= kPSk =

�
�
2

�
� 1, where

k � k denotes the cardinality of a set;

Claim 2. The number of wait-free-synchronized paths, denoted
byN�, is determined by:

N�
4
= kPNk =

(
b2(m�2)� c; if � = even;
b (m�2)� c; if � = odd;

(8)

Claim 3. The number of paths which are neither wait-free-
synchronized, nor strictly-synchronized, denoted byW�, is
determined by:

W�
4
= kPWk

=

(
m� b

2(m�2)
� c � d�2 e � 1; if � = even;

m� b (m�2)� c � d�2 e � 1; if � = odd.
(9)

2

Remark 4: (1) The number of strictly-synchronized paths is
proportional to�. (2) The number of wait-free-synchronized
paths is proportional to1� . (3) If � = 1 or 2, thenPj is al-
ways a wait-free-synchronized path for allj = 1; 2; � � � ;m � 2.
(4) Taking� = even is preferable in terms of the number of wait-
free-synchronized paths.

B. Discussion and Numerical Evaluation

According toTheorem 5, S� is proportional to� whileN� is
inversely proportional to�. Thus, a smaller� is desired since
strictly-synchronized paths maximize RM-cell RTTs while wait-
free-synchronization paths minimize RM-cell RTTs. Consider
two extreme cases: Case 1:� = 1 (i.e., there is an RM-cell
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Fig. 4. N�, S�, and W� vs. � with m = 50.

traversing per switch-hop) or 2, byTheorem 5, S� = 1 (Pm�1
is always strictly-synchronized) andN� = m � 1 (Pm�1 is al-
ways wait-free-synchronized), i.e., all paths of interest are wait-
free-synchronized paths with minimal�u(j;�) = 2(j + 1); Case
2: � = �max = 2m, by Theorem 5, S� = m � 1 andN� = 1
(Pm�1 is always wait-free-synchronized). However, the benefits
of having largerN� and smallerS� do not come for free; the price
paid for this is a large bandwidth cost for multicasting RM-cells
at a higher RM-cell transmitting frequency1� . This introduces a
trade-off between�u(j;�) and bandwidth cost for RM-cells.

Theorem 5suggests that selecting� to increaseN� is related to
tree heightm. As indicated by Eq. (8), to be able to take advantage
of SSP,� should not be larger thanm�2 in which case onlyPm�1
and possiblyP1 (when� = even) are wait-free-synchronized paths
and about more than a half of paths are strictly-synchronized. In
Fig. 4,N�, S�, andW� are plotted against� with m = 50. We
observe that (1)N� decreases as� increases;S� is proportional
to�;W� is not monotonicand reaches its peak value whenN� =
S� and� 2 [1;m� 2]. (2) When� > m� 2,N� becomes very
small and flat fluctuating between 0 and 1; and on the other hand,
when� decreases fromm� 2 to 1,N� increases dramatically. If
�h is large enough, then taking� = 2 will result in the optimal case
where all paths become wait-free-synchronized paths. In addition,
we also observe that aneven� is preferred since an even� gives
a largerN� than its neighbor values ofodd numbers, which is
consistent with Eq. (8). Thus, in general,� should be taken as an
even number within the range of[2;m� 2].

Fig. 5 plots synchronization waiting-timeWj vs. path number
j (j + 1 is Pj ’s length) while varying�. AlthoughWj is not a
monotonic function ofj for a given�, Wj increases on average
as� rises. Thus, a smaller� is desired to minimize RM-cell
RTTs on all paths. We also observe thatWj is a periodic function
of j with the amplitude upper bounded by�, which verifies the
Claim 1of Theorem 4. In addition, for a given�, there are always
some wait-free-synchronized paths (Wj = 0). For example, if
� = 6, there areN� = 16 wait-free-synchronized paths, which is
consistent withTheorem 5and numerical results shown in Fig. 4
with m = 50. Furthermore, Fig. 5 also shows that a smaller�
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results in a larger number of wait-free-synchronized (Wj = 0)
paths,N�, which also verifiesTheorem 5.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented an analytical technique to quantitatively charac-
terize the delay performance of feedback synchronization algo-
rithms. This technique was applied to analyze the feedback-delay
properties of SSP and compare it with the hop-by-hop scheme.
The analytical results showed that SSP outperforms the hop-by-
hop scheme in terms of feedback-delay performance scalability in
both balanced and unbalanced binary multicast-tree cases. We also
derived the optimal RM-cell update interval for SSP to minimize
RM-cell RTTs for a given multicast tree. The analytical results
have been verified by the simulation for a number of simple cases.
We are currently conducting extensive simulations to evaluate the
feedback-delay performance of various feedback synchronization
algorithms in more general multicast-network scenarios.
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